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Cupid Carving His Bow by Italian painter and late Renaissance artist Parmigianino. It is currently being housed in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria. "victorianink. Follow. Unfollow. parmigianino kunsthistorischesmuseum austria vienna kunsthistorisches museum italy italian art painting art detail painting detail renaissance not mine credited. 6,834 notes. The Italian painting holds a specific place in the history of the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts because originally it formed the basis of its picture gallery. The founder of the Museum Ivan Vladimirovitch Tsvetaev had planned to establish at Moscow University a special museum of casts from classical sculpture pieces, but even before its opening Tsvetaev decided that the exposition must include some original pieces, primarily paintings. Italian Renaissance painting is the painting of the period beginning in the late 13th century and flourishing from the early 15th to late 16th centuries, occurring in the Italian peninsula, which was at that time divided into many political states, some independent but others controlled by external powers. The painters of Renaissance Italy, although often attached to particular courts and with loyalties to particular towns, nonetheless wandered the length and breadth of Italy.